This paper-back is but one of a series covering a wide range of laboratory techniques. The author of this particular laboratory aid has attempted to bring together those routine urinary steroid methods which still persist as the backbone of most endocrine laboratories. It is such a pity, after careful presentation of each step in these well-tried techniques, that no new information emerges. The classical methods for 17 OHCS, 17 oxostcroids, pregnanetriol, pregnanediol and the oestrogens are all there. One useful feature is the quoted normal ranges for each of the urinary steroid metabolites.
There is but one T-L-C technique described for the specific measurement of a steroid metabolite (aetiocholanolone). This is disappointing in view of the need for more methods, especially rapid techniques, for the isolation of individual steroid hormones.
The diagrams of the metabolic pathways are clear, but it is to be hoped that a printer's error in Fig. 9 (Metabolic Pathway for Pregnanetriol) is corrected before the next edition.
B. T. Rudd
Gamma Globulins, Structure and Biosynthesis. F. FRANEK and D. SHUGAR (eds.). Academic Press, London, 1969. Pp. 241, £3·25 . This is the Proceedings of the fifth F.E.B.S. Symposium held in Prague in July, 1968. In it the research worker in the field of immunoglobulins will find much of interest. The majority of the papers discuss, as the title suggests, determinations of the structure of various immunoglobulins by a variety of techniques. It is this variety of technique that will possibly provide the greatest interest to the clinical. chemist and a thumb through will reveal a surprisingly diverse number of methods applied to the determination of protein structure as illustrated, for example by peptide mapping and isotopic labelling of proteins.
The book is well produced and clearly illustrated but as a volume to be purchased it will be left for specialists and medical libraries to acquire.
R. J. Mills
Adipose Tissue-Regulation and Metabolic Function. B. JEAN RENAUD and D. HEPP (eds.), Georg Thieme, Verlag, Stuttgart, 1970. Pp. 212, 42 DM. This second supplement in the series 'Hormone and Metabolic Research' brings up to date much of the work on the function and regulation of adipose tissue. After a review of the past, present and possible 187 future of the fat cell there are several useful papers and diagrams illustrating the central role and biological importance of cyclic AMP. Subsequent papers develop this role also for the adrenal and pituitary hormones and insulin. Given time to peruse these papers carefully one could glean, for teaching purposes, some very useful diagrammatic presentations of their action. In this volume there are some 37 papers, all well written, by people well established in this field and obviously extremely useful to people working therein. To those clinical chemists who wish to be brought up to date the first, somewhat esoteric introductory paper by Rodwell, the paper by Butcher, a colleague of Sutherland, on the role of cyclic AMP and the last paper by Bierman et al. on triglycerideaemia and glucose intolerance in man are probably most helpful. This last paper includes an illustrative diagram of the entire spectrum of glucose intolerance and triglycerideaemia which could be helpful to a better understanding of this subject.
It was a pleasure to find that all papers give a very comprehensive bibliography and for someone starting to work in this field this book would be an excellent introduction.
H Many Clinical Chemists must have admired the apparent simplicity with which elegant results, both artistically and scientifically satisfying, can be produced using immunochemical techniques. Should this admiration lead to application, then biochemists will find Dr. J. Clausen's monograph most helpful in providing both ready access to many immunochemical techniques together with a concise outline of the theoretical concepts involved,
In his preface Dr. Clausen does not claim to compete with the classical work of Kabat and Meyer but rather to describe the practical application of immunochemical analysis for laboratory use, a goal he admirably reaches. Approximately two thirds of the written text is devoted to most lucid but concise descriptions of immunochemical methods from the initial preparation of the antisera through to the visualisation and quantitation of differing antigen systems using such diverse techniques as single one dimensional diffusion and radioimmuno assay with theoretical discussions of the processes used. Anybody using immunochemical techniques will find the chapter dealing with the various difficulties and artifacts that arise in gel diffusion and immuno-electrophoresis most helpful. The remaining third of the book, in somewhat smaller print, is devoted to thirty appendices in which full experimental details of the various immunochemical procedures are given, though in this country some of these would seem of rather more academic than practical interest for example the purification of agar and the preparation of agarose. The work is completed with a comprehensive bibliography covering the literature up to 1968 and a detailed subject index.
Overall the volume is well written, adequately illustrated and remarkably free of typographic errors. If fault must be found, then it is in the binding, paperback editions for use at the laboratory bench, rapidly deteriorate in appearance. Apart from this minor point Dr. Clausen's monograph will fill a role in immunochemistry akin to that fulfilled by Mr. Varley's in clinical biochemistry.
Structural Concepts in Immunology and Immunochemistry. E. A. KABAT. Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc., New York, 1968 Pp, 310 . £5'20. . Contributions by Professor E. A. Kabat immediately place a work in a class above the general run of books. This, his latest volume is no exception and reaches the high standard set in Kabat and Meyer's classical work 'Immunochemistry'. Though a somewhat slimmer volume it is nevertheless useful both to the experienced worker and, to a slightly lesser extent, the beginner, as a comprehensive work embracing different aspects of immunochemistry. The introductory chapters are devoted to a review of immunological specificity; the classes of antigenic substances, methods by which immunological specificity may be developed towards compounds and molecular groups that are not antigenic, together with a concise description of the detection of the antigen-antibody and its precise measurement and that of the hapten-antibody interaction. Of course a detailed study of antigens and antibodies require pure, specific materials to avoid erroneous results and methods by which such materials may be obtained has not been neglected. Having outlined how the antigen-antibody and hapten-antibody interactions may be studied Professor Kabat now considers the nature of the antigenic determinant and the structural features and dimensions of the antibody combining sites that recognise it. He demonstrates how size and shape of this site can be examined by comparing the inhibition of haptens of varying sizes on an antibody-antigen system and how similar concepts may be applied to obtain information regarding the structure of the antigenic determinent on complex molecules. Nor is the mechanism and site of antibody formation neglected, with the presentation of detailed discussions of animal response and the role of the thymus.
Whilst the major portion of the text is devoted to mechanisms and structure of antibodies and antigens, the in vivo effect of the antibody-antigen reaction is not ignored, protective, allergic and destructive effects being detailed. Immunological tolerance of tissue transplantation is an increasingly important subject together with the problems associated with the experimental destruction of immunological response as illustrated by grafts proliferating and reacting against the host.
Professor Kabat concludes this absorbing work by offering suggestions as to how immunology and immunochemistry will develop in the future, perhaps the most intriguing suggestion being the determination of the antibody forming potential of individual cells and a study of the factors limiting production.
Throughout, the text is copiously illustrated and is apparently free of typographical errors. Each chapter has a list of suggested further reading and references are also given in the text. It is difficult to see how even the experienced immunochemist could not benefit from having a copy of this work. R. J. Mills
